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Abstract: The main part of heating systems and domestic hot water systems are based on the natural gas boilers. For increasing the overall performance of such heating system the condensation gas boilers was developed and are used. However even such type of boilers don't use all energy which is released from a fuel combustion. The main factors influencing the lowering of overall performance of condensation gas boilers in case of operation in real conditions are considered. The structure of the developed mathematical model allowing estimating the overall performance of condensation gas boilers (CGB) in the conditions of real operation is considered. Performace evaluation computer experiments of such CGB during a heating season for real weather conditions of two regions of Ukraine was made. Graphic dependences of temperature conditions and heating system effectiveness change throughout a heating season are given. It was proved that normal CGB does not completely use all calorific value of fuel, thus, it isn't effective. It was also proved that the efficiency of such boilers significantly changes during a heating season depending on weather conditions and doesn't reach the greatest possible value. The possibility of increasing the efficiency of CGB due to hydraulic division of heating and condensation sections and use of the vapor-compression heat pump for deeper cooling of combustion gases and removing of the highest possible amount of thermal energy from them are considered. The scheme of heat pump connection to the heating system with a convenient gas boiler and the separate condensation economizer allowing to cool combustion gases deeply below a dew point and to warm up the return heat carrier before a boiler input is provided. The technological diagram of the year-round use of the heat pump for hot water heating after the end of heating season, without gas use is offered.

Introduction

Recently in case of design of residential and industrial buildings there is a tendency to use of the independent heat generating aggregates for heating systems and hot water-supply. The main parts of such aggregates are built on the basis of the gas boilers (GB). The maximum efficiency of normal GB calculated from the higher (full) calorific value of fuel fluctuates in the range of 78 - 85% [1,2]. The specific heat wastes of independent GB calculated from the higher (full) calorific value of fuel usually make 15-22%, including:

- heat losses with the leaving flue gases to – to 18%;
- the losses associated with incomplete combustion of fuel – 1-2%;
- the losses to the environment associated with imperfection of heat insulation of GB – 2-3%.

To increase the efficiency of heating systems the condensation gas boilers (CGB) were developed and are issued by the industry. They are equipped with the condensation heat exchanger which is removing additional heat from combustion gases, cooling them and partially condensing water vapor. The cost of CGB of the same power is normal 1.5-2 times higher than GVK. The maximum efficiency declared by vendors reaches 97%. However as the cooling of combustion gases in CGB is carried out by the reverse heat carrier, amount of addition removed heat, and the overall performance of all installation will depend on the temperature of the reverse heat carrier. The lover temperature of the heat carrier coming from the reverse pipeline is, the higher efficiency of CGB with other equal conditions is. The temperature of the reverse heat carrier is non-constant. It can change in the range from 22 to 60 °C and depends on the type of heating system, operation mode and ambient temperature. Heating system control is usually weather-dependend, i.e. temperature of the heat carrier given to the heating system varies depending on ambient temperature. Therefore, also the temperature of the heat carrier coming from the reverse pipeline will change, and together with it the overall performance of CGB and all system in general will change. In this regard the maximum efficiency values of such boilers declared by vendors can be reached not in all modes of real operation.

Main part

For evaluation of overall performance of CGB in the real operation conditions during a heating season the mathematical model calculating the main modes and energetic values when CGB operates as a part of heating system with use of archive of real weather conditions data in any region of the country for the selected period was developed and realized in the simulation environment of Matlab Simulink. The skeleton diagram of model is provided on a figure 1. It includes:

- the unit calculating the required heat carrier temperature in the supply pipeline – calculates the necessary temperature of the heat carrier in the supply pipeline of the heating system depending on the ambient temperature and the desired indoor temperature (as a part of a subsystem "House");
- the model of a heat energy consumer – calculates the consumed thermal power and temperature of the heat carrier in the reverse pipeline depending on the ambient temperature, air humidity, speed and the direction of wind, the desired indoor temperature, temperature and the flow rate of the heat carrier in the supply pipeline (a subsystem "House");
- the CGB model – calculates temperature of the leaving gases, condensation section power, the instantaneous efficiency of CGB depending on the temperature of the reverse heat carrier of heating system and a finite difference of temperatures on the condenser and also average efficiency on the reference interval of time (a subsystem "Performance").

The main input variables for model are ambient temperature and the flow rate of the heat carrier. The output variables are: water temperature in the reverse pipeline, the consumed heat power, efficiency of CGB, fuel consuming. All variables dynamically change throughout a heating season. The model also calculates average efficiency of a system during a heating season.

On a figure 2 the diagram of a subsystem "House" and on a figure 3 the skeleton diagram of subsystem “Performance” is shown.

The temperature, which the combustion gases will be cooled to, depends on the temperature of the reverse heat carrier. In case of the effective condenser heat exchanger the loss of a temperature will make 5-7 degrees. The diagram of dependence of CGB efficiency with such condenser heat exchanger from the temperature of the leaving combustion gases, received as a result of simulation by means of a subsystem "Performance" under existing conditions is shown in a figure 4. On a diagram it is possible to select 2 sections. On a section 1 when the combustion gases temperature is lowering the efficiency changes slightly. It is connected to the fact that there is no condensation of water vapor yet. On a section 2 the efficiency begins to grow promptly, because of additional heat separation in case of condensation of water vapor.

From the simulation results it is obvious that for the maximum energetic efficiency of CGB achievement it is necessary to strive to provide the minimum possible heat carrier temperature at the intake of condensation section. However in real conditions when heating systems operates with a temperature changing in a wide range, this task conflicts to requirements of vendors - to provide the flow rate of the heat carrier through CGB up to standard. This contradiction becomes aggravated when CGB is used not only for needs of heating but also for domestic hot water (DHW). At the same time heat carrier temperature on the output of CGB shall be 60-80 °C and its flow rate unlike heating system can change almost instantaneous and in a wide range. It forces designers to apply different solutions with submission of a part of the heat carrier from CGB output on its input (hydroarrows, three-way valves, etc.) for coordination of thermal and hydraulic modes of the CGB, the DHW system and the...
heating system. It leads to the heat carrier temperature increasing at the input of CGB and respectively to lowering of its efficiency.

For an evaluation of overall performance of CGB by means of the developed model the weather data archive from a digital resource [5] for two cities of Ukraine - Odessa and Kiev, during 2008-2016 was used. From this archive the data about ambient temperature, humidity, speed and the direction of wind during heating seasons (from October 1 to April 31) with a change step...
of 3 hours were selected. These data were imported to model in the form of an array and were used as input variables for simulation.

![Fig. 3 – A subsystem "Performance"](image)

*Fig. 3 – A subsystem "Performance"*
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*Fig. 4 – The diagram of installation efficiency change depending on the leaving gases temperature*

**Results of experiments**

The experiment was made for weather data for two cities of Ukraine – Odessa and Kiev, for heating seasons 2014-2015, 2013-2014, 2012-2014. The values of average efficiency of CGB calculated from the upper combustion heat of fuel received as a result of simulation are given in tab. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Odessa</th>
<th>Kiev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012-2013</td>
<td>91,5</td>
<td>90,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-2014</td>
<td>91,6</td>
<td>90,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-2015</td>
<td>91,3</td>
<td>90,7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As an example we will consider the received simulation results based on weather archive data for Odessa for 2014-2015 heating season. In a figure 5 the diagram of ambient temperature change throughout a heating season of 2014-2015 which was an input variable for simulation is provided. In a figure 6 the diagram of the heat carrier temperatures in the supply and reverse pipelines change throughout this heating season received as a result of simulation is provided. In a figure 7 the diagram of CGB efficiency change during a heating season calculated from the upper calorific value is provided. In the upper part of the diagram there is shown by direct lines what levels of the CGB efficiency could be if a heat carrier temperature in the reverse pipeline was 25 and 30 of °C.

Fig. 5 – Ambient temperature change during a heating season

Fig. 6 – Change of the heat carrier temperatures in the supply (1) and the return (2) pipelines during a heating season

Fig. 7 – Change of CGB efficiency during a heating season

The simulation results have been confirmed experimentally. During the heating season 2014-2015 in Odessa it was observed the autonomous gas boiler working as a part of heating system and domestic hot water of an apartment housing estate. In the 1000 kW power heating system equipped with highly effective CGB C230 Eco of the French firm "De Dietrich"
daily registration of the consumed gas and the condensed water vapor (condensate) amount was carried out. Results of observations have shown that during the season the amount of the condensed water vapor per 1 m$^3$ of the burned gas has averaged only 326 g from the possible 1500 g. It means that the efficiency of CGB installed in the heating system average for the heating season calculated from the upper calorific value has amounted less than 88% and it at the maximum efficiency declared by the producer reaching 97%. Results of these observations practically coincide with results of simulation that confirms adequacy to the developed model.

Discussions

From the results of experiments it follows that CGB though is more effective than usual GB, but in the conditions of real operation it also not completely uses all calorific value of fuel because the temperature of the return heat carrier can change during a heating season in the range from 25 °C to 55 °C and it leads to change of CGB efficiency in range from 97% to 85% respectively. The efficiency of the heatgenerating installation with a condensation boiler can be increased by supplying the heat carrier with lower temperature into the condensation section. In the figure 7 straight lines shown what would the efficiency of system be if a heat carrier temperature on a condensation section entrance will be at the level of 25 and 30 degrees. Thus, it is possible to draw a conclusion that even the most effective KGVK during the work in actual practice doesn't gather additionally 7-8 percent to the maximum values declared by producers.

For overall performance of CGB increasing there is a sense to take measures for decreasing the temperature of the heat carrier used for cooling of combustion gases that won't absolutely be coordinated, and sometimes contradicts recommendations of producers about integration of CGB into the heating system - providing the heat carrier flow rate through CGB which set by them. This contradiction goes deeper when CGB at the same time is used for the domestic hot water supply (DHWS). At the same time the heat carrier temperature at its output has to be 60-70 °C and the required flow rate unlike heating system can change almost instantly in wide range of values. In such cases for coordination of temperature and hydraulic conditions of the CGB, DHWS system and heating system requires the use of different mixing devices (hydraulic separator, three-running valves, etc.) giving a part of the CGB output heat carrier on its input that leads to the temperature increasing on its input and, respectively, to additional essential decrease in efficiency of CGB in the conditions of real operation.

One of the ways of permission of some part of these contradictions is the division of hydraulic schemes of section of "condensation" and section of "reheating" in CGB that practically means a possibility of application of usual inexpensive GB and the condensation economizer (CE) for cooling of combustion gases. This scheme provides supplying the heat carrier to KE input with minimum possible temperature directly from the return pipeline of heating system before the admixture system of the heat carrier from GB output. Such decision allows to reach the greatest possible efficiency in these conditions without breaking the GB hydraulic mode at the same time and becomes more attractive for increasing the power of such CGB.

The next step could be taking measures for ensuring lower temperature of the heat carrier on the condensation section entrance. One of the variants of this task solution is use of the heat pump. In the figure 8 the scheme of connection of the heat pump to the heatgenerating installation with a condensation gas boiler is shown. The heat pump is equipped with two liquid heat exchangers ("Water-water"). The contour of the evaporator is connected to the condenser of combustion gases – special heat exchanger cooling combustion gases. The contour of the condenser is connected to the return pipeline of heating system, and warms up the return heat carrier, before it is given to the GB input. Having provided optimum control of the heat pump operating modes, it is possible an essential increase of power efficiency of all heatgenerating installation (HGI) due to the deeper utilization of heat of combustion gases and transfer of this energy in a heating contour.

Fig. 8 – Scheme of connection of the heat pump to the CGB
During the summer period use of the heat pump without use of GB for heating of domestic hot water is possible what will reduce payback periods of capital investments almost twice. For this purpose the heat pump is equipped with additional air heat exchanger taking heat for water heating from atmospheric air.

**Conclusions**

Condensation gas boilers during the work in real conditions as a part of heating system don’t reach the efficiency declared by producers that is confirmed by results of the experiments provided by means of the developed mathematical model and observation of the real condensation boiler working in Odessa. It confirms the adequacy of the developed model. For ensuring deep utilization of the heat of combustion gases and achievement of the maximum power efficiency it is necessary to divide hydraulically the heating section and the condensation section of CGB and to cool the heat carrier circulating in condensation section by means of the vapor-compression heat pump. For reduction of payback periods of the capital investments it is possible to use the heat pump without GB for domestic hot water during the summer period after the end of a heating season. For ensuring the greatest possible power efficiency of such heating system it is necessary to develop the automatic control system providing optimum control of the heat pump and all system in general.
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